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CHAPTER I
The Historical Development
of Education for the Deaf.
A flash view of the hopeless condition of the deaf
in the dark days of long ago is given us in the words of
Aristotle /'Those born deaf always remain speechless and
senseless/* In the time of Christ, this discouraging
thought of Aristotle was voiced by Lucretius, the poet
of Rome, when he said,
*'To instruct the deaf, no art could ever reach,
No care Improve them, no wisdom teach."
These gloomy conditions were made to appear even darker
when St. Augustine, the great religious leader, declared,
"The deaf cannot be saved, for they cannot utter prayers."
Four hundredt-f fifty years ago, Rudolph Agricola as-
tounded the world with the news that he knew of a deaf
man who could write. A century later, Father Pedro Ponce
de i^eon of Spain, said to be the first teacher of the deaf,
taught several deaf children, chiefly by oral methods,
in the convent of San Salvador de Ona. Three hundred years
ago, Juan Pablo Bonet, also a Spaniard, had a number of
deaf pupils and instructed them orally. He also invented
fend used a manual alphabet similar to that now in use in
our schools. Two hundred s eventjr-five years ago, John
Wallin, a professor at Oxford exhibited before the King

of England two deaf persons whom he had taught to write
and to sneak. The next hundred years disclosed no organ-
ised, constructive effort to ameliorate the condition of
the deaf.
Then, almost simultaneously, schools were opened in
France and in Germany. f\ School in Paris was founded by
Abbe' Charles Michel de l'Eoee the "Father of the Sign
Language". x t was in his school, a half century later,
that Thomas Hopkins Gaulladet learned the art of teach-
ing the deaf, and, in consequence, brought to America the
language of signs* The school at Hamburg, Germany, was
founded by Samuel Heinicke, the "Father of the ^ral
Method"
.
Soon after the establishment of these two first
schools, schools were opened in Edinburgh, Rome,
Madrid, and Genoa. Many wealthy American parents sent
their children to Europe for instruction.
In America, the first attempts at educating the
dea^ were made in Virginia in 1815 and 1817. The schools
were, however, only temporary. Gallaudet, first, founder
of a permanent school for the deaf in this country, opened
his school April 15, 1817. After a stay in Europe he re-
turned with M. Laurent Here, a deaf. man, as one of the
teachers. The work continued, until today there are in
the united States and Canada 4wo hundred eight schools
with over eighteen thousand ouoils and more than twenty-
six hundred teachers.

All the schools established in America, prior to
1867 were sign language schools. The teaching of soeech
to the deaf children had not begun. In 1867 two oral
schools were established, one in New York City, and the
other at Horthamoton, Massachusetts. From this begin-
ning, fifty years after the establishment of the first
school at Hartford, the number of puoils now taught
orally in the two hundred eight schools for the deaf
in the United States and Canada has increased to
fourteen thousand, two hundred forty-six, or seven- y-
seven percent of those now in school.
«.
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CHAPTER II
Causes and Symptoms of Deafness.
«
I Causes
Deafness in childhood may be the result of any
f the following causes;
1. Purulent conditions of ears directly or indirect-
ly caused by malnutrition, cerebro-sninal mening-
itis, scarlet fever, measles, whooping-cough,
diotheria, infantile oaralysis, typhoid fever,
or foreign bodies in nose or ears.
2. Faulty hygiene after ears have been discharging.
3. Interrelationshio of deafness with tonsils and
adenoids
.
4. interrela f ionshio of deafness with other etiologi
nasal abnormalities, paranasal conditions, wax
in canals, concussion or fracture of the skull
or other accidents, lack of knowledge of nasal
hygiene, blowing nose imorooerly, not keening
fefet warm and dry.
5. Lack of follow-up after illnesses such as, scar-
let fever, measles. A Child should never be dis-
charged until the ears have been examined and
the hearing tested.
6. Congenital or biological causes: consanguinous
marriage, syphilis, some arrest or defect in
development of structures associated with hear-
ing conduction or oerception.
.
1. Malnutrition
Prom twenty to thirty percent of pupils in most
schools suffer from malnutrition. This is a serious
health defect in children. The child who is ten per-
cent or more underweight for height and age usually
suffers from malnutrition. This condition produces
(a) lack of vitality and ambition; (b) interference
with growth and development of mind and body; (c) less-
ened resistance to many kinds of disease. It may be
prevented and cured by the following measures: (a)
correction of defects, such as nasal obstructions, ade-
noids, diseased tonsils, and defective teeth; (b) suf-
ficient amount of proper food, chewed throughly, eaten
regularly, and never hurriedly, including some fruit
or well cooked vegetables every day, andno tea or coffee;
( c) warm midday lunches for all school children and one
or two extra lunches daily until weight is uo to stan-
dard; ( d) plenty of sleep and rest, always with windows
open. For a child suffering from the effects of malnu-
trition should have one-half hour's rest in bed during
the day, all the outdoor exercise possible, and a long
night's sleep. ( e) Avoidance of over-excitement, worry,
or other emotional disturbance, especially at meal times.
..
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2. Cerebro -Spinal meningitis.
Meningitis is prevalent in the late autumn and
v/inter, and in epidemics it has been quite noticeable
that the largest number of cases were coincident with the
cold wet months when respiratory diseases of all kinds
are likely to lead to promiscuous dissemination of mucuous
and aaliva. The transmission of the disease occurs by
the transference of the germs to the back of the nose and
subsequent penetration to the coverings of the brain
through lymoh or blood. The first and most imoortant
task is to reduce catarrhal conditions of the nose and
windpine in order to reduce the distribution of mucous.
This will depend uoon attention to clothing, exposure
to wet, orooer feeding, and warmth at night. The second
line of defense will consist in the prevention of promis-
cious sputum transfer.
3. Scarlet fever.
It is clinically true that the disease is trans-
mitted by the discharges from the nose and throat at
all stages of the disease and oerhaos also during the
incubation time. If any comnlication such as running
ears, discharging glands or kidney irritation are
present the child can still transmit the disease by means
of these discharges. The disease is also transmitted
by carriers, that is, those who harbors the germs in
the throat and nose, but does not have the symptoms.
Transmission by mild cases is very common. An epi-
b.
.
.
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deraic of milk-born scarlet fever occurred in Boston,
in 1910, in which there were over four hundred cases.
Pasteurization of the milk immediately reduced the mor-
bidity. Prevention deoends on early recognition. i t
would be wise to have daily inspection of throats by
a competent physician, and Dick tests given.
the eruption is evident. Precaution is necessary to
prevent spreading the disease. Watery eyes and nose,
and the accomonying headache can be objectively and sub-
jectively observed. Daily examine, tion of the child's
nose, throat and ears, and an inspection of the skin
in a good light, would be valuable.
probably by droplet infection. Its infectiousness is
great, and young children who have been sufficiently ex-
posed are infected in a very large percentage of the cases.
Coughing children should be isolated from other child-
ren and those who have been exposed should be kept away
from school and separated at play for from two to three
weeks. Infection of the ears occurs through the auditory
tubes in the back of the nose.
4. Measles.
The greatest danger in transmission is before
5. Whooping-cough.
This disease is transmitted by direct contact,
6
There is no excuse for diptheria in the schools
today. Every child should have a Schick test and be

immunized if necessary every seven years. Any sore
throat or hoarseness should be investigated before
entering classes to rule out diptheria. Carriers are
common.
7. Infantile Paralysis or Anterior Poliomyelitis.
Experimentally this disease has been found to be
present in the nose, throat and intestines of monkeys,
Rosenow, Anderson, and Frost have carried out experimots
which seemed to indicate the relationshio between this
disease and the distribution of the stable fly
.
( Stomoxys)
.
The bites 0 ° this fly have given rise clinically to pol-
iomyelitis in monkeys. Subsequent experiments have not
obtained the same results. No reliable means of preven-
tion can be formulated. Utmost cleanliness and disin-
fection of the nose and throat would be the Wisest meas-
ures
.
8. Typhoid Fever.
Typhoid fever is said to be caused by the three F's:
food, fingers, and flies. Deafness is often the result
of the noisons circulating in the blood and attacking
the hearing nerve. There should be examinations of the
stools once or twice a year to rule out carriers.
9. Foreign bodies in the nose or ears.
This condition is overlooked so often as a cause
of deafness that it would be wise to consider it. If
the foreign body is small it may become encysted and
no harm is done. if it is large or infected it may cause
subsequent deafness. This might well be classified as
a neurotic trait.
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10. Faulty hygiene after ears have been dis-
charging.
There is no doubt that ears that have been discharg-
ing are sadly neglected. The outside of the ear on ac?
count of not being keot dry becomes irritated and ulcer-
ated and may occlude the ear canal so that so nd waves
may not reach the drum, with resultant impaired hearing.
Extreme cleanliness of the nose and threat and general
ere, such as care of the skin and bowels, should be
sufficient preventetives
.
11. Interrelation between deafness and tonsils and
adenoids
.
From fifteen to thirty-five percent of school children
have adnoids, diseased tonsils, or other glandualr defects.
Adenoids may nroduce structural, functional , and general
effects. Structural effects due to adenoids include:
high-arched palate, narrow uooer jaW, deformed chest,
(
resulting from obstructed and imperfect breathing, shown
by lateral depression of front of chest and prominent
chest-bone) , disturbed development of teeth and vocal
organs, large tonsils in one-third of cases. Functional
disturbances may be mental, including disturbance in
the function of the brain resulting in aprosechia
nasalis, that is difficulty in forming an idea of any-
thing new; weakness of memory; inability to turn; stupid-
ity; difficulty in retaining ideas; inability to turn
thought on a definite subject; lack of power of attention;
irritability, denression and disorderly conduct. Other

12 .
functional defects due to adenoids are deafness; defects
in voice(nasal voice); chronic nasal catarrh; obstruct-
ion of air passages resulting in breathing disturbances
manifested by open mouth andggreat restlessness at night,
the child being forced to assume various attitudes, such
as sleeping on the face, in order to b reathe better.
G-eneral effects are malnutrition and anemia; underdevelop-
ment [ physical and mental) . The appearance of a child
with marked adenoid enlargement is characteristic: mouth
open; dull, sleepy, inquiring look; upper lio short and
thick; upper jaw narrow; nasal orifices small and pinched;
the face ^ull under the eyes; listless and indisposed to
physical and mental exertion; undersized. The child is
stupid and backward, and in school from one to two years
behind the normal pupil of the same age.
12. Inten elation between deafness and other etiologies.
There are nasal abno rmalities that occlude the nasal
passages due to congenital defects, ao that no air reaches
through the ear tubes to the drum and therefore there is
no motion to the drum. The result is fixation and impaired
hearing. Disease of the air spaces of the n se, such as
the sinuses, may cause ear disease by extension, or may be
carried by the blood. It is a common cause which is often
overlooked. Wax in the canals of the ears may pile up
so as to prevent air waves from reaching the perceiving
apparatus, and if not removed may seriously impair the
.hearing. Occasionally the removal of the wax may also
.,
:
.
.
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clear up a cough of unexplained origin. An injury to
the head may so damage the nerves of the ears that
they can no longer function. The only salvation in
that event is, if the child lives, lio-reading. ig-
norance of the proper care of the nose, and of nasal
functions may cause deafness. Putting fingers in the
nose is not only poor nasal hygience, but it is danger-
ous busi ness as infection may travel upwards. The cor-
rect way to blow the nose is to close one nostril and gent
ly blow through the other. if this is done there is no
danger of blowing mucous or pus in the auditory tubes,
which causes hearing difficulties. An important pre-
caution which should be observed is the avoidance of
wet feet. Colds usually result from cold, wet feet, and
often lead to trouble in the ears by continuity. All
precautionary steps against adverse weather should be
observed.
13. hack of follow-UD after illnesses.
It is very imoortant to give a hearing test to
children when they have recovered from any illness.
Most illnesses of children are nose, throat, and ear
cases. Rarely is any one of these exempt. Too often
such a consideration is disregarded.
14. Congenital or biological.
it is evident in these cases that there is a
lack of knowledge of hereditary deafness. ioo many
deaf individuals marry, if their deafness is caused

14
accident, there is no objection to marriage. But if
they know it to be hereditary, then they have no right
to bring children into the world who are likely to be
deaf. They should adopt children if they want them.
Deafness may not be transmitted in the first generation,
but on to the second or third. Just as sterility is
practised in some of the more sensible sister states,
for morons, inbeciles, and so forth, so should it be
oractised for those who unfortunately need it to avoid
future heartaches in homes and schools; and indeed for
better living together. Cousins should not be permitted
to marry as that infrequently causes a recessive charac-
teristic to soring uo, usually either deafness or hemo-
philia! bleeding) •
Syphilis transmitted to children is a frequent cause
of deafness in youth. Complete mental and physical
examinations would not be amiss before marriage. Congeni
tal abnormalities of the hearing aopara^us are ad-
ditional factors in deafness.
II. Symptoms of Deafness.
The symptoms of deafness may be classified under
the following headings; inability to hear well, look
of stupidity, mouth-breathing, noises or ringing in ears,
sensitiveness, lack of progress in school, change in the
voice
«.
,
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1. Inability to hear well.
A child who must repeatedly say, "What?" , "When?"
,
"pardon me, l can't hear you", will develop a feeling
of insecurity and lack of confidence through the
reiteration of these words and phrases.
2. Appearance of stupidity.
Children may have a dull and s'uoid facial express-
ion. 1 Lany a child is accounted stupid who is really dull
from remedial sensory defects, here is one case: a
boy of nine years was believed to be a suitable subject
for the state institution for the feeble-minded, he
\
had attended school for three years and was still in
the first grade. He was indeed dull-looking and from
the imoression given by his appearance and listless man-
ner, the natural conclusion was that the boy was mentally
defective. A physical examination showed him to be vir-
tually blind in one eye, with vi9ion about two-thirds nor-
mal in the other, he suffered from chronic otorrhea
(running ear], and when examined in the clinis he was
found to be partially deaf, inquiry regarding his schoel
career elicited the fact that the boy had never been
examined by the school ohysician, that no recognition
had ever been made of the fact that he was suffering
from sensory defects, which required immediate attention.
Psychologically, the boy tested almost normal for his
age.

16 .
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Inattention may become Dronounced merely because
of inability to hear and may lead to an undeserved" repu-
tation for dullness. Unsuspected cause of dullness,
lack of concentration, and backwardness in school work
can be attributed to adenoids and subsequent deafness,
if not removed early,
3. Mouth-breathing.
in order to understand the nature of mouth-breathing,
it is necessary to start with the pregnant mother who holds
the fate of an individual prenatally. if she partakes
of foods rich in minerals and vita ins, esoecially vitamin
C, her offs pring will have a good foundation when born,
if on the other hand, she does not eat raw fruits, vege-
tables, milk, dark breads, the fetus will draw on the
calcium and phosphorus in her teeth and bones in order
to have some start its life. The result will be that
h# may get some of these vitamins and minerals, but not
enough, and therefore both the mother and the child
will suffer from want of these substances. With proper
dietary understanding this handicap can be overcome. Be-
fore birth the cranial development is very rapid, while
that of the face is very slow. After birth the opnosite
is true, that is, the facial growth is rapid, and the
skull grwoth about seven times slower. Experimentally
it has been shown that animals fed enough f ood material
of the righ sort will develop normal facial features,
vertically well-proportioned to the size of the cranium.
*'
1 *
.
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On the other hand, improper administration of iffood
will result in abnormal facial features much smaller
in size. The well-balanced diet will make the face
grow not only downwards, but forwards, the bony frame-
v/ork of the nose and the inferior margins of the eye
sockets will grow forwards, so that they are visible in
front of the supraorbital ridges, while in the mal-
nourished only the alveolar border is visible. It is
of importance to the child that he bregt h«.easily and
naturally through the nose. The development of the face in
the well-nourished and properly-fed results in large nasal
openings, while in the undernourished the breathing
spaces are very small, and mouth-breathing is the inevi-
table result. It can be readily seen how mouth-breathing
is sometimes caused from dietary ignorance. The hand-
icap of mouth-breathing is a nucleus uoan which can be
built a disintegrated cytoplasm from incorrect cell meta-
bolism.
Among other causes of mouth-brea+hing, the most
common is enlarged adenoids. This tissue is for defense
and repair as long as it is normal. When it becomes en-
larged it obstructs normal breathing and of course mouth-
breathing results. If the structues in the nose are not
used they atrophy from disuse, the sense of smell is
diminsed and may become absent due to the fact that the
odors cannot re ch the olfactory nerves. The functions
..
,
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of the nose to warm, condense, filter and rarefy the
air before it reaches the lungs ..are gone. The superior
maxillary arch becomes Gothic, the teeth become maloc
-
^eluded, there is a foul odor to the breath, the hearing
loses its acuity, the c^lor of the child becomes poor,
the apnetite is impaired and insomnia sets in. A child
is likely to have all the above symotoms if for any rea-
son he cannot get air through his nose. He can not be
mentally alert with all this multiolicity of symptoms.
He will be inattentive at home and at school, and unless
some angel of mercy intervenes, he is doomed forever. A
better understanding of mouth-breathing, and its causes,
and corrective measures would eliminate large percentages
of "dull" children in most schools.
4. Noises.
The noises which are symotoms of deafness are des-
cribed as hammerin'-,, hissing, roaring, singing, whistling,
crackling, popoin'?, chiroing, like the roar of the wind
in the forest of the roar of a sea shell, or like a
boiling tea-keitle. No matter what the aharacter of the
noise may be, it certainly calls for investigation of
the body as a whole, in the most rigid fashion. If the
noise is due to an acute infection of a mild degree,
then the prognosis is better, and immediate treatment
can be begun. For example: following a head cold, nasal
drops can be used and the ears fully inflated about ten
days after infection oeases. If may need several more
treatments. If it is understood how simply blowing out
the ears can prevent deafness, impaired hearing •f-rOry*
-. e
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minor causes would be greatly lessened.
If the noises are due to wax in the ears, it
should be atten4«4 to at once. Many children are anemic
and malnourished, and when the cause is treated, the
noises disapoear. Thousands of children comolain of
noises after scarlet fever. The ears should be treated
at once and not after a laose of time that may prove dan
gerous. Children often complain of noises after bathing
in the salt or freshwater because they do not know how
to blow their noses correctly. They blow the water
into their auditory tubes, and the ear drums do not have
the equality of pressure that is necessary for nomal
functioning. Many children, especially those who have
reached adolescence, realize the discomfort of this symp
tom, and would be willing to get relief, but often it is
too late. W© must not forget that other conditions may
give rise to ft i-»nitus . The ear structures are liable to
fatigue as well as any other oart of the body. But we
are concerned with dll noises that are associated with
imoairment of hearing, whether temporary or permanent.
Sudden changes in temperature and weather may also
cause this discomfort. Sometimes it may be the result
of an accident. Change of climate may he of some help
in relief, but the noises will recurr unon returning to
a damp climnte.
Perhaps the greatest danger arises from the fact
that very young children are unable or unwilling to
.
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explain that they are suffering from noises in the ears.
They may become dumb if deafness sets in before seven
years, and they cah rarely articulate on dhy subject until
after that age. If children are irritable and no cause
is found an investigation of the ears as a possible
cause would be advisable. There is no exact way of knowing
the child has noises unless he says so. With those children
who are mentally alert, it is possible to elicit a positive
response to questioning. In most cases such procedure is not
satisfactory, therefore examinations of all ears semi-
annually would not be in vain.
5. Sensitiveness.
Children are sensitive and prefer misunderstanding
to asking questions. They are likely to become careless
and to take things for granted. This may develop
morose temoerment, if the child is seriously affected.
Because of inability to gain recognition, they go into
a shell, and remain in the land of unreality. Not
able to face the truth, they ra + ionalize and refuse to
<] e
-
aot' c/P their shells. By the time the teacher recog-
nizes the symptom the child is very hard to treat.
6. Pre-school influence on progress in school.
A child cannot progress with a sensory defect
,
as in
hearing. In the case of defectives, the most marked
deviation from standard prodeduj?e ordinarily found is,
unfortunately, too much leniency and too little rigor;
.-
-
t
2© A
too little demand trf discipline; too much doing for the
child what he should be taught to do for himself; These
children should in reality be hardened to receive more
the
than/ordinary share of hard knocks. The pre-school
training is a valuable consideration in the desideratum
of what should be done in school, when the child enters.
If he is given a good, sensible st^rt there will be
less difficulty later.
7. Change in voice.
The + one of a deaf child is monotonous, colorless,
unnatural, unoleasant, and very often nasal. The hafd-
of hearing are those who have enoug hearing to talk
imperfectly. They get the principal words of a sentence,
usually the nouns, verb-roots and adjectives, but they
leave out connectives, prepositions, and inflections,
in short, they learn to talk baby talk in a way that
seems fairly normal. Theirs are defective speech cases,
but their speech is defective because they do not hear
the obscure sounds, the orefixes and suffixes and parts of
the verb which Americans slur over and indicate by half-
spoken syllables.

CHAPTER III
How the Problem is Met in One City
and One State.
Boston maintains a graded school for the deaf.
The only entrance requirement is that the child must
be deaf, and unable to receive instruction in the pub-
lic schools. Audiometric examinations are provided for
i
all pupils, in addition to whisoering tests by nurses and
teachers. Those with defective hearing are re-examined and
turned over to an otologist who makes his recommenda-
tion to the orivate doctor, or clinis and follow-up.
Lip-reading classes of two hours a week are located
in the following schools: James Otis, Horace Mann, William
Blackstone, and .art in. The average number of pupils
in each class is ten.
Report on Pupils Tested by means of an
1
Audiometer.
From the introduction of the sudiomet^r to the present time,
Feruary 19, 1930
Number of pupils tested
Number given first retest 9, 635
Number given second retest 3, 615
Number examined by otolbgistof
Department of School Hygiene^-
Number recommended for admission
to lip reeding classes
41,888
3,204
508
1. See nege 28.

The reasons that retests were given v/ere;1.
m
o check-un those who had any impairment in the first.
2.
m
o note any improvenant or not.
5. no satisfy the examiners that fatigue
,
nervousness and
weather conditions did not encumber the examinations.
4.To correlate accurately all the results.

Since 1867 Massachusetts has made provision for the
eudcation of deaf children. At flirst pupils were placed
in the "Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb'* at HartfoW, Connect-
icut. Later, after the establishment of schools for
the deaf within the State, a part of the ouoils were sent to
these schools. Existing laws of Massachusetts relating
to the education of the deaf provide for the placing of
such children in boarding schools, and day classes for
the deaf at the exoense of the Commonwealth. The law provices
that the Department of Education "shall direct and supervise
the education of all such Dupils."
An attendance law, chapter 227, Acts of 1928, provides:
"Every person in control of a deaf child between seven
and eighteen shall cause such ch Id to attend some suitable
school approved by the department, where the deaf are
taught soeech and aneech reading; orovided, that this
section shall not apoly to such a child whose mental con-
dition or whose physical condition in other respects than
deafness is such as t?o render such attendance inexpedient or
impractical or who is being given private instruction,
approved by the department, during the time the public
schools are in session. Failure for one month during any
achool year by any person in control of such a child to
cause his attendance as aforesaid shall, on complaint by
a supervioro of attendance, be punished by a fine of
not more than twenty dollars." This law will undoubtedly
bring the few isolated cases which have not had the ad-
vantages of special training into the special schools.
.,
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Baring the present school year, the state is edu-
cating pupils at the following schools:
Boarding Schools : Enrollment . Nov .30 . 1926
American School for the Deaf, W. Hartford, Conn 18
Beverly School for the Deaf, Beverly 64
Boston School for the Deaf, Randolph 204
Clarke School for the Deaf, Northampton 130
Day Schools.
Horace Mann School, Boston. . ..... 158
Lynn Day School, Lynn . 23
Worcester Day Class, Worcester. . • . • .10
Springfield Day Class, Springfield 13
The Horace Mann School now has a beautiful thirty-room
building with an auditorium, gymnasium, lunch room, and
shops. These facilities will allow an expansion in the
program, particularly with reference to physical education
and manual and domeatic arts.
The day classes for the deaf are all located in school
buildings with regular classes. The children, in some instances,
are successfully taking handwork and physical education with
normal children in other classes of their own chonological age.
The academic work in these classes is limited to primary
grades. The pupils are transferred to the Horace Mann
School or to a boarding school after completing the work
offered
*r
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Such handwork as is offered in the schools for the
deaf is given primarily for its pre-vocational value, as is
the work in the Junior High Schools. The teaching of
specific vocations is not at t emoted. Some system of voca-
tional training should be offered these ouoils after they
complete the course in the soecial schools. The Division
of Vocational Education, through its Rehabilitation Sec-
tion, has partially met this need. During the past seven
years, one hundred thirty one ouoils have received assist-
ance. The Section assists in getting jobs and, when
necessary, in training puoils for some particular work.
Fifty-three pupils, who were given courses in lip-read-
ing, were employed in most cases, and the lio reading was
gi.ven for the purpose of making them more efficient with
their employment. Of this number, thirty persons were
placed in employment wif hout vocational training. The
remainder were placed after training into occupations of
various types. Such training will assure them a secure place
in their community when they become self-supporting, self-
respecting and respected citizens.
During the past ten years in -assachusetts
,
there
has been an increase in the number of teachers with special
training; the beginning of systematic home training with
children of pre-school age; the establishment of a depart-
ment of research at Clarke School; a start in vocational
training; and increased facilites through the opeining of
day classes. The next ten years will bring an increased
-.
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emphasis on ore-school work, research, and vocational train-
ing and guidance.

CHAPTER IV.
The Place of the Teacher
The main function of the teacher is to recognize
cases of impaired hearing. There isn't the slightest
doubt that the teacher has failed in too many cases to
detect the deaf child. She has been everything but a
help. A good teacher is one whose pupils make the -chief
contributions, and who only enters the discussion when
necessary. The failure of the average teacher in follow-
ing this maxim has resulted in the lack of interest and
anti-social traits developed in the deaf child.
There are some individuals who can detect a deaf
child because of contact either at home or elsewhere,
but the ordinary teacher does not have enough training
to discriminate. Early detection is essential if any-
thing is to be done, and the teacher, if properly
trained, would be a valuable help in this direction.
For slightly deaf children, the teacher can help
by giving extra attention. If classes were smaller, then
it no doubt would be an easier task, but with the large
number of pupils it is only a question of covering subject-
matter rather than the oupil If the teaching situation
could be so arranged that classes were limited to fifteen
pupils, Individual attention could be given. The detection
and guidance of the deaf pupils would be far more possible
under such conditions. Serious cases should have a
soecial teacher or instruction by a specially trained lip-
reading teacher.
..
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The limitations of the deaf are the same as those
of people who hear, only intensified by the loss of sound,
and the accompanying difficulty of speech. Five percent
of all children have impaired hearing. Besides a direct
loss, he loses indirectly by impaired speech or the
mutism that accompanies total deafness. Partial isolation
from nomal play and social intercourse with other children
leads to an acquisition of a ipeculiar temperament, shown
by a tendency to self-analysis and susuicion. Numerous
statistics prove that school work is seriously handicapped by
deafness, while children with defective hearing are by no means
advanced. A much larger percentage of such children is
found among those that are Retarded thati those that are
advanced. To some extent this may be accounted for by
the association of deafness with other defects such as
adenoids, and with dulness itself. It is for the most
part, however, due to the obvious handicap of defective
and
hearing. Speech, /soeech-reading must take the place
of talking and hearing and must be taught before anything
else can be.
The actual prevalence of deafness is difficult to
measure, for the sufferer, either unwilling to acknowledge
his social handicap or unaware of the orogressive nature
of the affliction, oft n waits until his hearing is ir-
remediably impaired before seeking medical aid. A conserva-
tive estimate of the extent of defective hearing based on
group tests of school . children and drafted men, places the
,<
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number of persons now suffering from impaired hearing
in the United States at 10,000,000. Of these 3,000,000
are school children with a lifetime before them: a life-
time which must be a continual struggle against bitter
disappointments
,
misery and want. In the light of these
figures, humahitariani’sm demands that science turn immed-
iately to this problem and seek ways of alleviating the
suffering and social maladjustments that deafness causes
among its victims.
For every congenital defect or defect arising in
early infancy, "This center acts as a clinic and diagnosing
place for prospec f ive puoils"
,
writes the supervising
principal of the work in Minneapolis. Every city should
maintain a center not only for these oueposes, but as well
for the purpose of advising ahd even teaching the parents
of deaf children how best to prepare them for effective
education, so that when the child is of school age, he can
be placed properly.
Simple tests should be given, until such a time that
the school can have the use of the phono-audiometer, a
standardized voice test. The instrument, which is electrical-
ly equipped, consists of a portable case and trays holding
receivers. A roomful of forty-two children can be tested at
one time at the rate' of one hundred to one hundred fifty
an hour. Children with a hearing loss of from 12 to 15 %
are considered in the danger zone. Kirkpatrick describes
his proceedure for examining a number of school children
at the same time and suggests that the schoolroom teacher
should follow it out. His method is as follows:
'.
.
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"The Children take seats in three rows, thre^, four,
or five in a row. They are supolied with pencil and paper
and asked to keep their eyes front. The teacher stands
to the right, opposite the middle puoil, and pronounces
in slow distinct whispers a series of numbers which they
are asked to write after her--one at a time as in dictation
exercise. After -Tour or five numbers have been given, the
children change sea f s; those in the row nesrest the teacher
take the seats of those in the farthest row, those in the
farthest row move to the middle and those in the middle move
to the nearest row. Then the teacher whisoers another
series of numbers. The rawing is repeated and the teacher
whisoers a third series. This comoletes the test fir rthe
right ear--all the children having been tested at three
distances, near, far, and medium. The left ear is tested
in a similar way, the teacher standing to the left. The
teacher then collects the papers and grades them by taking
the total number of digits written correctly. The totals
for the right ear and the left ear are averaged for the
class. The hearing ability of each ear for each child
is then recorded in the form of a fraction, the denominato r
of which is the average for the class and the numerator the
number of digits correctly written by the individual child.
The records show the acuteness of hearing of each child
in comoarison with that of his classmates. .vith this record
before her, it should not be hard for the teacher to tell
..
,
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which children reauire the attention of the ear special-
ist. Defective ear cases must, imperatively be recognized
early in life.”
#
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CHAPTER V
Some Essential Features of a Program for Educating
the Deaf.
The uneducated man or woman who cannot hear, may
easily become a burden to society. The educated deaf
person is a distinct asset. It is, therefore, especially
necessary that there should be adequate compulsory laws
for the education of all deaf children. Only a small oer-
entage of the states have comnulsory laws for Schools for
the deaf and their attendance. One of the mistakes in
existing laws in a number of states is the low age
(
f
ror sixteen to eighteen} at which deaf children may leave
school. As the average deaf child has been shown by
tests to be some three of four years behind his normal
classmates in his progress in school, it is easy to see
that compulsory school lav/s should require the attendance
of deaf children uo to nineteen or twenty years of age.
Delaware, New ^amoshire, Wyoming and Nevada have no schools
for the deaf, but continue to provide for their deaf by
education in near-by state
.
in Indiana and Illinois
schools have employed travelling agents to follow the
deaf very carefully in every way.
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1. Detecting hearing difficulties.
Every school system, under the supervision of the
health department or some similar department, should plan
definitely to locate as early as possible in the school
life of the child, those children who have any difficulty
with hearing. With proper instruction, teachers may aid
in this program of detection. The tencher, for example,
should test the hearing of the children who are in danger
of falling. Poor work may be due to failure to hear and not to
*: incapacity to understand. All children that are suspected
of having hearing difficulties should be examined by the
school nurse or school physician. ..here it is possible,
audioraetric tests should be given to all children.
2. Develooing a language.
The congenitally deaf child has no language, ne may know
tahat to do with a red apole when he sees, it, and he may
anticipate the pleasure that he will feel if he is allowed
to eat it, but he has no language in which he can name
the object. Those responsible for the education of the
deaf. have, therefore, to start his education at a point
with respect to language development
,
which the hearing
child passed long before entering school. The vjo rk of the
regular course of study must wait. Until a language,
a means of communication, has been established between
the teacher and the child.
r,
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The totally deaf, because of deafness, congenital
or acquired in infancy, have never learned to talk. These
are the co-called deaf mutes or deaf and dumb children.
The deafness may be total or there may be some perception
of sound, but if a deaf child is apparently bright and has
not learned totalk,tha* child belongs in a chool for the
deaf. He is dumb because he has never heard the speech
of his kind, and for no other reason. All of us were
born dumb. Spoken language is an acquired art, and those
who have heard it from birth acquired it gradually and
naturally from the sneaking world through hearing, and
have never realized that it was acquired. It has hlways
been considered that human beings were born with the speech
apDaratus and the inherited tendency to soeak. The deaf
child comes into the world with a normal speech equip-
ment, but the corellative ability to hear is lacking;
therefore he remains dumb instead of beginning to grow
out of his dumbness while still a baby, that is to say, be-
ginning to learn to talk. It would seem as though there
could be no doubt whatever that such children, dumb because
they have never heard spoken language to imitate, should
be sent to a school for the deaf, and of course a majority
of them are so sent; but many individual cases escape
attention every year, and these are typical deaf children
scattered about in every school system sitting drearily
through the session, doing a little writing and drawing,
.
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and sinking into apathy closely resembling feeblemindedness
.
Congenitally deaf children have no language, no medium
of thought, nothing but a few natural signs which they
have built up for communitation with their world. It is
for the school to give them some language by whatever
method the authorities designate, and to use this language
as they learn it, for teaching the subjjettmmatter of the
curriculum as far as it is oractical.
3. Lip Reading.
If the oral method is used, the child must be taught
the
to read/lios of the one sneaking to him. This is an ad-
ditional task olaced uoon the deaf child which the hear-
ing child does not have. The dif iculties of lip-reading
are numerous. Many words are slurred in sneech, the dif-
ficulties of the lio reader are thereby greatly increased,
.any words have the same lin movement and this me^ns that
the child must get the narticular work from the context.
A great deal had been done in furthering the edu-
cational and vocational training of the deaf. The hard-
of-hearing ou~il for some unexolainable reason has been
neglected, it is almost imnossible for the hard-of-hear-
ing puoil to comoete with his normal hearing classmates,
either in school or in the business world unless equipped
with some me?ns to overcome his handicap.
Lip-reading can help to give the hard-of-hearing
pupil the same opportunities ed icationally as are avail-

able for the hearing, Lany parents state that they have
been advised not to s^nd their children to a lio-reading
class as they will make no effort to hear if they can
read lips. Among four hundred pupils who have attended
lio-re^ding classes, no one has been found who has lost
his hearing by having acquired lip-reading.
The aims of lip-reading classes are ^1) to help
the handicapped ounil keen uo in the work of his £jrade;and
(2) to compete with his hearing classmate both in school
and outside activi t ies ; ( 3) t? overcome the habit of inat-
tention which develops so eaily when one cannot hear;
(4) to overcome the self-consciousness that comes when
the puoil realizes that he is handicapped, and to make
social contacts; (3) to overcome the inferiority complex
which is common among the adult hard-of-hearing. Lip-
reading can accomplish these aims only with the cooperation
of the otologist, parent, and class teacher. The Otologist 1
cooperation is the most important as the parent invariably
relies upon his advice. The classroom teacher's influence
is an important factor which enters in to the child's at-
tending lip-reading class.
Lian; teachers feel that the child is losing out in
his class work because of the time given to lip-reading.
A child does not learn very much from any lesson when he
*
cannot hear what is being said, he develops indiffer-
ence and lack of ambition, a general breaking down
of character just at the time when it should be developed.
Whenever possible, puoils are assigned to lio-rea ing
classes during their study oeriods or during the time
they have minor subjects.
liany pupils have been termed stupid or lazj because
they did not pay attention or apparently could not learn,
in reility the trouble was imoatted hearing. A girl of
eigh’ een came to the lip-reading class, and it was inter-
esting to watch her expression when she discovered that
she could read short sentences. She had attended the
public schools, was termed stupid by the teacher and
seated tn the back of the room. ner deafness increased
so gradually that she did not realize that she was handi-
capped and accepted the teacher's verdict of being stupid.
She left school and went to work in a factory. But she
was ambitious, and followed the advice to attend lip-
reading classes. Her ability to read lips helped her
so much that she was <jiven charge of a room in the fac-
tory with several girls under her direction. If this girl
had been given the opportunity, to learn lip reading while
attending the elementary school she would probably have
succeeded in some more desirable occupation.
Pupils who receive lip reading instruction in the

lower grades usually do better work and are more apt
to remain in school through high school, ^any of the
pupils in the upper grades who have been recommended to
attend lip reading classes have been doing poor class
work for some time and are only waiting until they are
old enough to go to work or to a Continuation S chool.
They have lost all initiative and do not realize that
they are not equipped to compete with those whodcan hear.
The hard-of-hearing pupils who have reached high
shhool seem anxious to attend the lip-reading class.
Unfortunately some of them are taking courses which will
be valueless when they leave school. One of these ouoils
had had three years in a Normal Course. 3 he should never
have been permitted to take the course as her deafness
will prevent her admission to the Teacher's College.
Another girl has had three years clerical course with
the idea 3f being a stenographer. She is a good lip
reader but as she does not hear well over the telephone,
it is doubtful whether she could use the dictaphone.
It seems a grave mistake to allow the child who gets
only indistinct impressions of sound to continue without
advice as to the means whereby he can be relieved of the
continual nervous strain. Much can be accomplished for
#he hard of hearing, but only through the cooperation of t
those who have the responsibility of advising them.
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Wallin believes that much more emphasis should be placed
on lip-regding and on the use of oral method of instruc-
tion, than on gesture, pantomime, and finger spelling,
4, Development of speech.
An even greater difficulty is that of developing
in the child, the ability to articulate properly. The
deaf child-even though congenitally deaf--has organs of
speech. He has not, however, had an ooportunity to devel-
op them since he has never heard speech. Children who
can hear imitate the sounds they hear, and by trial and
error are soon able to reproduce whose sounds. The deaf
child can only see the lip-movements, he had no conception
of the sound those movements produce, and he has no means
of knowing how well he had produced a sound even if he
knew he were attempting to reproduce it. Speech for the
deaf child must be developed by means of the sense of
touch.
Speech should be developed and speech defects should
be corrected. w'allin believes it unnecessary to resort
entirely to pantomimic and manvaf methods of communica-
tion. These methods are not without merit for the deaf
of limited intelligence who cannot acquire proficiency in
lip-reading, for those with or without so eech defects,
who cannot acquire intelligent or articulate speech. These
methods also possess value as supplementary tools of com-
munication. The method of teaching lin-reading should
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should utilize every avenue of approach through sight
and touch. Preliminary sensory-motor training should
be given to the young. Liberal use should be made of
the voice in soeech and song, and a variety of monumental
and prevocational activities should be provided, with as
much talking during these hours as is possible.
5. Begining education.
The education of deaf children should begin at an
early age. Some suggest that even two years of age is
not too young. The education of the hearing child be-
gins at birth and is never discontinued. The parents
are automatically the teachers. The deaf child must be
differently taught; the parents cvre seldom trained in
these new methods as they have been trained from birth
in our ordinary sneech habits, it the child is to
develoo & language (a means of communication) early
enough in life to be enabled to comoete with normal
children, he must have a teacher to assist him to the
extent that the pa ents assist the hearing child.
6. Special problems in the education of the deaf.
Infinite patience is needed by the teacher, if he is to be
successful in establishing language habits. Patience
is needed in all teaching, but the lack of it is probably
less fatl to the educational orogress of the hearing child
than it is to the education of the deaf child, since the
habits emphasixed in the instruction of the deaf are the
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tools essential to further instruction.
The attention of deaf oupils must be held or the
work of instruction of the dea-f is completely lost.
This is obviously even more necessary than in the in-
struction of normal children. Due to the scant meaning
which is attached to words, the deaf child cannot oro-
ceed so raoidly with his school work. There is always the
problem of deciding which children can cope with the
oral method of instruction and which, if any, should
follow the manual alphabet. Even after the child learns
to sneak, it is often even more difficult to train the
so
child's voice/that it has resonance and softness. Many
deaf children with years of training are never able to
get a human quality into their sneech.
7. The Utilization of remnants of hearing.
The distinction between those children who at one
time had normal hearing and those who have never had
this advantage becomes an important factor in the con-
sideration of so-called 'islands' of hearin •. Further
considerations in the training of residual hearing In-
volve first a thorou h general medical examination and
a special examination of the eyes, ears, nose and throat;
second, Special training for teachers in how to develop
fragmentary auditory perception; third, equipment and
classification of children according to the degree of
hearing possessed.
',
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For the purpose of auditory training; Mr. Forrester
has suggested the following classifications:
1. PudIIs who have become deaf after acquiring a good
command of English.
2. Puoils who have 50% hearing or more, which has
never been utilized to any extent.
33. Pupils who have 30% to 50% hearing and who are
capable of giving a hearing vocabulary after more or less
extended training,
4. Pupils who have less than 50% hearing where the
training orocess is still much slower, and whose principal
object is the improvement of speech, though a limited hearing
vocabulary may be obtained.
Mr. Forrester also pointed out the need of checking
audiometer results with physical condition, weather, and
mental point of view, in conclusion he declared that indi-
vidual drill is what counts.
Dr. Wilson suggested that physical condition has a
great de^l to do with state of hearing; also, that the
human voice is not so effective as mechanical devices
in the trainin of residual hearing, although there is
difficulty in obtaining the oroper apoaratus.
Dr. Goldstein, however, felt that foraccoustic train-
ing the voice, when exaggeration is not necessary, or the
piano ismore practical than special instrumental apoaratus.
He also pointed out the need of research on classification
of congenljal deafness, holding that of the two types, bio-
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logical and pathological, the former includes a large proportion
of children who have a considerable degree of "residual hearing".
Dr. Dana W. Dr ury of Boston feels that every effort shoufcf
be made to utilize these residual areas of hearing, if for no
other reason than by daily nractice to endeavor to improve the
articulation of the ounil. This is esnecially true in young
children of school age, because it is much more difficult to
learn rhythmic articulation that*. the sign language, he further
believes that it is essential th^t these deaf-mutes first firmly
establish the ability to use the larynx and the voice, then
later on the signs which are useable and understandable for
lectures and other meetings. Increased efficiency in instruct-
ion is an obvious corollary. The other children can be taught
to understand speech on y by observation of the mouth of
the instructory.
8. Cental hygiene and the teaching of the deaf.
Cental hygiene should be considered seriously in regard
to the child. He is influenced by his home environment.
Parents will ndt often acknowledge a child’s handicap in
hearing, if the child does not realize the nature of the
difficulty, he will probably be mystified and soend a great
deal of time brooding over the unknown. This will lead to
a sense of inferiority and shame, in any event, the child
is prevented from facing the real facts in a well-balanced
was. if we fnil to or are kept from facing reality then we
become maladjusted individuals.
./hen a child cones from a home where the handicap is
not given its proper status, he finds himself out of place

in school. Such children are often termed " queer”
,
"dumb"
,
"feebel-minded"
,
and "stupid". Thes<= children do not fit into
the group either because of their own individual preference or
because of group feeling. Even if everyone in the school tried
to make the hard of hearing child feel at? ease, he would exper-
ience some decree of isolation. °ften the others do not under-
stand him and so avoid him.
-t-f the difficulty has not been discovered, before going
to school, the child is not conscious of impaired hearing,
and is very slow. The other pupils often laugh at him. he
finds it much easier if he withdraws into himself. This will
cause a forced personality change, and may seriously menace
adult life.
The 4-A Audiometer in schools is an important agent in
bringing this problem of de fness before educators. By this
means defective ears are found thet would otherwise go un-
noticed. Some of our so-called "stupid” children are really
bright, but misjudged because of defective hearing. When
parents and teachers learn to treat the handicap in a normal,
i
intelligent way, a step forward will have been taken in pre-
venting "inferiority completes" and anti-social behaviour.
Nothing could be worse than for a child to be constantly
reminded of his handicap. Educational methods are slowly
progressing in the right direction on this problem, but
have a long way to go.
In conclusion, let me quote Dr. Jastrow in regard to
overcoming handicaps: "if you have a handicap, it may act

as a sour conquer it. x t is said that Demosthenes had
a speech defect. In his resolve to overcome it, he became
the greatest orator of all Greece. Byron had a club-foot,
and despite it, or as we should say, in overcomoensation for
it, he became the best swimmer in England, and a good rider
as well as a famous ooet. Our own Roosevelt sought the open
spaces of the great est to overcome his physical weakness
and became theColonel of the plough Riders, a strenuous Presi-
dent, and a hunter of big game in Africa.
“It is the fashion now to call this an inferiority com-
plex. If you don‘t make the orooer com sensation, your handi-
cap embitters your li^e and sours your disposition because you
are criooled and not like other folks, it may distort your
character as well as your career, and write failure.
“Beethoven, in spite of his deafness, composed music
he never heard. .hen totally deafened he gave the world
his masterpiece, “The Ninth Symphony.
“
"It is for the individuals who have nbt worked out a
compensation that the mental hygienists is especially needed
as counsellor and guide, it is necessary for anyone who is
helping to rehabilitate and readjust human beings to have a
practical working knowledge of mental hygiene, We must look
rooY* and more for the "why" of behaviour.
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